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['Culture,
responsabilities
and creativity'] 
We Believe that ['...'] are the
driving force behind humankind,
and we are driven by a purpose
and a belief that is the only way
for a company to stay relevant in
the future.



Perseverance, tenacity, courage
and ambition are the hoboh's main
characteristics. We prioritize
teamwork and collaboration, as
we believe that working together
helps us achieve our goals more
effectively.

OUR VALUES ==

We create products and
environments that improve the

corporate life of each of us.While
minimizing our impact on the

earth .

== SIMPLE MISSION

[our guidelines]



ANYWHERE, WITH 
EVERYONE.

We work every day an inclusive
environment where open-
mindedness, HUMILITY, and
TRUST are at the forefront. We
embrace DIVERSITY and the
unique contributions of each team
member, regardless of their
background or location. Everyone
is given the AUTONOMY to work
at their own pace and place.



WHAT YOU GET WITH 
US

INCREASED
FLEXIBILITY

Allows business to quickly adapt
to changing market conditions or
customer need.

FASTER DELIVERY

We focus on delivering small,
incremental changes on a regular
basis, which can help business get
product or services to market
faster.

HIGHER QUALITY

Agile methodologies prioritize
continuous testing and feedback,
which can help identify and
address issues early in the
development process, leading to
higher quality products.



AT YOUR DISPOSAL
FOR

BOOST YOUR
PROJECT 
Hire new resources and strengthen
your internal team with the
technical figures necessary for the
realization of your project, only for
the time needed for realization. 

ENTRUST US YOUR
PROJECT
You have a brilliant idea but you
have difficulty in making it? We
personally take care of the
development of your business,
from design thinking to market
launch.



DEVELOP
MENT

UX/UI
DESIGN

DIGITAL
MARKE
TING

CONTENT
MANAGM
ENT

PROJECT
MANAGM
ENT

OUR TEAM TAKES CARE
OF

WEB
ENGINING



DON’T JUST TAKE OUR
WORD FOR IT...

GIUSEPPE BARONE
TrainRail Logistic Group

Thanks to hoboh digital farm, we could easily
manage our team, have control of our job
and ensure our finance is properly controlled
at all times.” 

MICHELE CUCCOVILLO
Bottomless Brunch

“After a trial period with three different
development agencies, we have decided to
start a lasting partnership with Hoboh Digital
Farm.
After few months of excellent work together,
we have decided to double our investment
with Davide and his collaborators by
expanding our dedicated team. Now all of
our develop department is followed by
hoboh. We are very happy to work with
them, the quality of the developers is very
high, as well as being very pleasant people to
work with. Highly recommended!"



WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS
SAY

GIANLUCA CORSICATO
Corsicato Group

We managed to digitize the entire company,
moving from a vertical to a horizontal
structure

SIMONE DE PASCALE
Flygo Travel Agency

In 120 days of development I managed to
transform my tour operator's operating
model from offline to online. With a hotel
booking platform integrated directly with
the management system we were using

VERENA E M.VITTORIA
LeGiftBox - Van Ideas Group

We launched our e-commerce Europe-wide
in record time, saving huge amounts of time
and money.



ENJOY OUR
DIGITAL FAMILY

Email us at

hello@hoboh.net

Let's Talk!


